Below are listed the scrambled titles of 11 current and known non-fiction and 6 fiction books. The scramble refers (perhaps obliquely) to the book's content as does the "review" (using the same letters) that follows. The scrambled author's name puns on something about him/her or the book. Listings are in alphabetical order by the real book titles.

1 MAN AT ARTHRO'S LONG POISON  moaning apart, Thor's loons
Ols La versick
2 BROOD PLOTS  bloop tord
Stew Jambtears
3 COO'S HEART FUEL  foul as the core
Mother O'Soma
4 MANGED DANK WAIL  wink! demand gala
E.N. Jane Shleper
5 BRIGHTLY BEAM CEDETH  thy December a blight
Abie Ed Jetty
6 A NICE TOIL: GENTLEMEN OIL  a gentle lotion: mine, lie
Mandie L. Nogale
7 THE NTH OOZE  then the zoo
R.I.P. Orchardnest
8 NCOMPETENT  mint cop net
D. Ward/Enlater
9 0 GROANING DEATH, VOID LEFT, DIM DEN NIGH  o no! damn Georgia
devil—the fight din'd
Ben H. Jotrend
10 VIRGINAL, I'VE HOPE  give in: Oprah live
Y. Pamperhir
11 THE ROVER'S DALED TALES  Atlas'd, hotel reserved
C. Pett Snock

1 ECCE: THY PHONIEST REPEL  peel encryptic ethos—eh
Jef E. Amriddles
2 PEEN CRUSH, THOU SICK FOOL  o, sun riseth! chuckle—poof!
Hans & Nance Field
3 SHORT SEER WHIP HERE  hoper's wisher there
Van S. Lonchaise
4 OM SCAR PRY ROIL  cool rims parry
Nona Mouse
5 MARKER IN HATE  hear mink tear
J.H. O'Mashgrin
6 FROWNS CALLING ONE SAD  a clown's folding nears
Vita R. Dodgesun

Once upon a time, her oyster and dumb bunny acted kittenish together. They were working in sardines.

Her figure made a catty sound, this little fellow.

The cow who acted kittenish in the field was a dashing looks (which could be grig as thought)

The top dog made him cross.

Her mother made her job just right and never be bored.

The girl kept the boss. As sometimes he ramped like as a pigeon. Acting like little shrimp like at the strut...